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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Recent reports demonstrate the need to improve methods for identifying
obesity among adolescent minority populations, especially among Native
American adolescents. Our study examined several anthropometric measures
to see which one was the best indicator of obesity for Native American
adolescents. We compared our data with that provided by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the national Health and Nutrition
Examination Surveys (NHANESIII). We examined which measures differed
significantly from the NHANESIII, and which were most effective for
measuring obesity in Native American adolescents. Our study population
represented a cross-sectional, epidemiological population (n=183) of Native
American students (ages 14-18) from diverse tribal backgrounds at an urban
residential high school. We obtained baseline anthropometric measurements
of height, weight, waist, triceps skin-fold, and calf skin-fold measures from
the Native American students and compared this information with reference
data to assess weight classification by body mass indices (BMI) for our
population. Under the conditions of our study, we found the calf skin-fold
measure to be the best indicator of normal weight in male Native American
adolescents, and the triceps skin-fold measure to be the best indicator of
obesity in male Native American adolescents. The assessment of health risk
by anthropometric measures we obtained appears appropriate for predicting
obesity and developing effective interventions for Native American
adolescents in general. Correlations between anthropometric measures and
obesity in our study population may prove of significant interest for
monitoring obesity prevention initiatives for Native American adolescents.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of obesity as a disease, with well-defined complications, is approximately one century
old. What has made the problem alarming is the exponential increase in the prevalence and incidence of
obesity over the past few decades; this increase has led the World Health Organization (WHO) to declare it a
pandemic and worldwide public health crisis [1]. In America alone, 31.8% of all children and adolescents are
now classified as overweight or obese [2].This suggests that the degree of adolescent obesity has increased in
recent decades [3]. Furthermore, in three independent studies data reflecting minority populations suggests
that underrepresented groups are among those at risk for developing higher rates of overweight and obesity
when compared with whites [4],[5]. That is, underrepresented groups and minorities play an inseparable part
for us to fully grasp the impact of obesity in our current U.S. population. As shown in Figure 4, we found that
male and female cases of obesity made up 38% of our population (70 out of 183 Native American adolescents).
The relative frequency of our statistics is approximately double that reported by the CDC (18%) [6].
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In addition, a review of the current literature demonstrates that studies on adolescent obesity among
minority populations are relatively rare. Information is especially scarce concerning obesity in Native
American adolescents. Although some research on obesity has been done among Native American adults
from the Pima Indians of Arizona, our study sought to address the unique needs of Native American
adolescents using a tribally diverse sample to improve the relevancy of our results to the Native American
adolescent population in general.
Currently, most equations that predict obesity are derived from predominantly white sample
populations [7]. This does not take into account biological variations between races, and can lead to
inaccurate results when these equations are applied to populations from diverse racial backgrounds.
In the world of evidence-based medicine, it is necessary to acknowledge racial differences among
our national population in order to provide sufficient evidence for treating minorities. For example, a recent
study in 2012 among African American students aged 18-27 described “an unexpected finding revealing that
waist circumference was significantly associated with cardiovascular reactivity when analyzed; however, this
relationship was no longer significant after BMI was entered into the equation” [8]. Thus, systematic error
can result in the inaccurate estimation of the relative body fat of African Americans, and therefore definitions
of obesity in minorities, if these inherent differences are ignored.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
The objective of our study was to identify prevalent anthropometric indicators of obesity in our
Native American adolescent population and to compare these results with national statistics. The primary
baseline anthropometric indicators for our research within our Native American population consisted of the
waist, triceps skin-fold, and calf skin-fold measures, and were gathered using standardized protocols. Measures
such as height, weight, and BMI contained no missing data and utilized all 183 Native American
adolescents (ages 14-18). Missing data was recorded within our three primary measures. Our collected data was
then compiled and assessed as a pilot study to show which indicators of obesity were creating discrepancies with
national data comparisons. All statistical graphs and analyses were generated using R-3.1.0 statistical software
[9].

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
There were three basic steps in our data analysis. For the first step, we selected two weight categories for
comparison, namely, normal (BMI levels between 18.5-24.9) and obese weight categories (BMI greater than or
equal to 30.0) to assess which anthropometric indicators were best suited for inference. As shown in Figure
1, we also created a time-series plot of means for both genders to display the variation contained in BMI
throughout time. At the age of 14, a large number of male and female adolescents were already classified as
overweight. By the age of 18, many of these had moved into the obese weight category. Overall, this figure
demonstrates that climbing rates of BMI in both gender categories correspond to rising rates predicted by
NHANESIII data [3].
The second step of our data analysis, as shown in Figures 2.0-2.1, was to identify tell-tale signs of
normality in our distributions. Using the Shapiro-Wilks test, we assessed waist, triceps skin-fold, and calf
skin-fold measures to uncover several degrees of normal bell curve assumptions. From this, we inferred which
measure would be best suited to classify normal and obese weight categories. For instance, in figure 2.0 we can
observe the approach of normal weight class Native American males approaching bell curve assumptions
with the calf mean (i.e., the shape of the distribution in this image is most alike to a standard bell curve).
Hence, it appears that calf-mean measures are best suited for predicting normal weight classes for male
Native American adolescents. In contrast, the normal weight male triceps-skin fold and waist circumference
measures deviate more from normal-bell curve assumptions. In fact, waist circumference measures deviate
more than triceps-skin fold measures and suggest waist circumference to be the poorest indicator for
predicting normal weight classes for male Native American adolescents. Likewise, with figure 2.1 we
observe obese weight classes for male Native Americans and discover once again that waist circumference is
the poorest – in terms of its shape – in being matched with a standard bell curve. However, notice the switch
between calf and triceps skin-fold measures. For male obese weight categories it appears that the triceps-skin
fold measure is the best indicator for predicting obesity among our population due to its relative likeness with
a standard bell curve. Later on in this study (see Table 1) we will observe the definitive proof that statistically
demonstrates which indicator is most appropriate for accurately predicting obese and normal weight classes
for male Native Americans. Until then, these figures give appropriate hints and suggestions that our
populations appear to approach normal curve assumptions much more effectively among certain
anthropometric indicators.
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Figures 3.0-3.2 show the third step in our data analysis, which was to obtain and analyze side-byside normal weight and obesity density dual-gender plots based on anthropometric measures of waist, triceps
skin-fold, and calf skin-fold. The measures were compared with the national measures from NHANESIII.
Afterwards, we obtained z-scores to determine which measurements from our Native American
adolescents aligned closest with NHANESIII data. Recall the purpose for figures 2.0-2.1 whereby they gave
candid hints about the underlying distributions for each anthropometric measure in relation to a standard bell
curve. Likewise, Figures 3.0-3.2 provide suggestions about each underlying distribution within each
anthropometric measure for male and female Native Americans in relation to normal curve assumptions.
However, instead of being primarily concerned with relationships to a relative likeness with standard bell
curves we added another feature that visually compares and graphs the mean derived from NHANESIII in
each figure. For example, notice the vertical blue and green lines in figure 3.0, these lines represent the
weighted mean obtained from our calculations with NHANESIII4 for male and female Native Americans
respectively. With this information we provided graphs to provide some visual information that suggests how
close or far off our weighted means were to means found in each of our anthropometric indicators. For
instance, with figure 3.0 notice the proximity of our blue vertical mean (weighted mean equals 83.33 and
pooled S.D. of 3.62 for Males) to the mean and S.D. for Native American males when measuring waist
circumference (73.30 and S.D. of 17.72). The means by themselves may suggest a disparity between
NHANESIII and our Native American populations, however, without a closer look at the underlying
distribution we are missing half of the picture. Hence, the density maps shown in figures 3.0-3.2 (e.g., notice
that figures 2.0 and 2.1 are included as part of figures 3.0-3.2 in our male categories) illustrate how close or
remotely different each distribution is from a standard bell curve. Thus, armed with these dual-gender plots
we can easily distinguish which anthropometric measure is much more likely to be akin to a normal
NHANESIII distribution. Therefore, we can see that waist circumference once again fails to appear as
normally distributed or near (in terms of the mean) to NHANESIII assumptions and paves the way for us to
search for other anthropometric indicators that could be much more effective predictors for weight class in
our Native American population (see figures 3.1-3.2).
Upon further analyzing the density plots, we found that the waist mean appears to be far from the
shape of a normal bell- curve; however, the triceps skin-fold and calf skin-fold means appeared to approach
the familiar normal distribution. The waist mean was widely skewed, and served as the poorest indicator for
predicting normal or obese weight for male Native American adolescents. This implies that current BMI
standards may not be appropriate for assessing normal weight and obesity in Native American adolescents.
Furthermore, BMI cutoffs among other minority populations have been shown to create systematic error
when assessing gestational diabetes millitus (GDM) [10]. In fact, in one 2014 study headed by M. Hedderson
her team stated: “there is ongoing debate surrounding the definition of overweight and obesity in Asian
populations: the World Health Organization proposed a BMI cutoff of 23.0 kg/m2 for overweight among
Asians in 2000, compared with a cutoff of 25.0 kg/m2 for non-Asian populations [10].” That is, the
demographic distribution of obesity (highest among African Americans and lowest among Asians) does not
mirror the demographic distribution of GDM (lowest among African Americans and highest among Asians)
[10]. Thus, racial disparities exist when assessing risk of GDM using standard BMI protocols that do not
account for racial differences. Moreover, without the BMI measure clinicians are unable to make sound
predictions about who is at risk for GDM without taking racial/ethnic disparities into consideration. In
addition, in a 2012 study conducted on 66 African American, 72 Hispanic, and 47 white men and women,
aged ≥45 Joan Carroll and her team discovered that Middle-aged and older African-American men and
women had lower VAT (visceral adipose tissue) despite similar BMI and waist circumference measurements
[11]. That is, altered relationships between anthropometric measures and VAT may have implications for
defining metabolic risk in different populations based on race [11]. Therefore, different waist circumference
or BMI cutoff points may be necessary to adequately reflect VAT risk in different racial/ethnic groups [11].
Thus, differences in our Native American population appear to approach this same trend and anthropometric
measures such as waist circumference fail to meet standards for predicting obese or overweight categories.
Consequently, if such measures continue unabated then we will inevitably face skewed results that will create
greater schisms when interpreting obese or overweight data among minority populations. Resultantly, the
calf skin-fold mean when analyzed for our population appeared to be a much better indicator for predicting
normal weight categories for male Native American adolescents. Moreover, the triceps skin-fold mean
appeared to be a better indicator for assessment in predicting obese weight categories for male Native
American adolescents.
In our male population 35% of the subjects were classified as obese (35 out of 99 males), while in
our female population 41% of the subjects were classified as obese (35 out of 84 females). We used our timeseries plot in Figure 3 to identify cases of overweight and obesity trending and climaxing. We found that by
the age of 14 both males and females were already classified as overweight with a BMI greater than 25.
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However, by the age of 18, significant segments of both populations had moved into the obese category.
Waist, triceps skin-fold, and calf skin-fold measures were analyzed for both genders by weight class.
Afterwards, we reported the Shapiro-Wilks test results with their respective p-values (listed in Tables 1-3).

Figure 1. Time-series plot-of-means for male and female Native American adolescents (ages 14-18)

Figure 2. Normal weight class density plots to visualize normality for male Native American
adolescents (ages 14-18)
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Figure 3. Obese weight class density plots to visualize normality for male Native American
adolescents (ages 14-18)

Figure 4. W e i g h t class specific d u a l - g e n d e r density plots visualizing normality and mean
proximity to NHANESIII data with waist mean for male and female Native American adolescents
(ages 14-18)

Figure 5. Weight class specific dual-gender density plots visualizing normality and mean proximity to
NHANESIII data with calf skinfold mean for both male and female Native American adolescents (ages
14-18)
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Figure 6. Weight-class specific d u a l - g e n d e r density plots visualizing normality and mean
proximity to NHANESIII data with triceps skin-fold mean for male and female Native American
adolescents (ages 14-18)

Figure 7. Total population weight-class pie chart visualizing weight dynamics

3.1. Male Results
Our most important results for the male categories and this paper are listed below in Table 1.
For normal weight, we saw that waist was a very poor weight indicator (p-value < 0.001). Calf skin-fold
appeared to be a somewhat better predictor of normal weight than triceps skin-fold, although both
measures were strong (p-value 0f 0.078 and 0.066, respectively). For obese weight, triceps skin-fold
appeared to be a better weight indicator than calf skin-fold (p-value of 0.69 and 0.57, respectively).
However, we found that waist was still not a reliable predictor for obesity and overweight (p-value <
0.001). Due to the small sample of female subjects in our study population, we were unable to separate
them reasonably into unique weight categories like normal and obese.
Figure 2.0-2.1 shows that the calf skin-fold and triceps-skin fold measures appear to be the most
consistent for predicting weight classes for male Native American adolescents, and that the waist seems to
be the least consistent weight class predictor. Figures 3.0-3.2 confirms these calculations by further
providing visuals that combined weighted means with their respective density plots. In effect, we used our
NHANESIII data in order to discover how atypical our anthropometric Native American adolescent factors
were when compared to these national statistics (see Table 2).
Afterwards, we compared our data with NHANESIII surveys and discovered three measures of
statistical interest for normal and obese weight male Native American Adolescents: waist, triceps skin-fold
and calf skin-fold. Then, we gathered measures of center to indicate which anthropometric indicators were
best-suited to measuring obesity in male Native American adolescents, and to identify which deviated most
significantly from accepted norms (see Figure 3.0-3.2).
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Table 1. Discovering normality for anthropometric measures with Shapiro-Wilks analysis
Anthropometrics sorted by weight class
Normal weight class
Waist mean
Triceps skin-fold
Calf skin-fold
Obese weight class
Waist mean
Triceps skin-fold
Calf skin-fold

Shapiro-Wilks

p-value

0.8286
0.9313
0.9341

< .001
0.0664*
0.0782*

0.8257
0.9741
0.9696

< .001
0.693*
0.570*

Table 2. Male Anthropometrics compared to NHASES
Anthropometrics
Waist mean
Triceps skin-fold
Calf skin-fold

N
73
70
70

Mean
76.08
19.74
30.90

S.D.
27.88
7.18
5.59

df
72
69
69

T
-2.22
7.79
-9.58

p-value
< .05
< .001
< .001

Table 3. Male NHANESIII data, ages 14-18
Anthropometrics
Waist mean
Triceps skin-fold
Calf skin-fold

N
821
811
1373

Weighted Mean
83.33
13.05
37.30

Pooled S.D.
3.62
0.53
0.92

Our analysis sought to answer this question: what is the best anthropometric indicator to measure
obesity within our sample population? For male Native American adolescents, our analysis was two- fold.
Our first step analyzed the normal weight class. First, we had to choose between the triceps skin-fold mean
and the calf skin-fold mean (p-values of 0.066 and 0.078, respectively). Although it appeared more likely that
the calf skin-fold mean was derived from a normal population, our z-scores told us another story. Between
these measures we had a z-value of -1.03 for the calf skin-fold mean versus a z-value of 0.60 for the triceps
skin-fold mean based upon NHANESIII. Due to these results, we close to favor the calf skin-fold measure as
the best assessor of normal weight for male Native American adolescents, and the triceps skin-fold measure
as the best assessor of obese weight for male Native American adolescents.

4.

CONCLUSION
In summary, this study was designed to explore which anthropometric indicators best predicted obesity
in male Native American adolescents. Under the conditions of our study, we found the calf skin- fold
measure to be the best indicator of normal weight for our population, and the triceps skin-fold mean to be
the best indicator of obesity for our population. In addition to this pilot study, more research exploring
the reliability of NHANESIII data to assess obesity in Native American adolescents is recommended in order
to confirm our discovery.
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